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The Great Terror A Reassessment
It is beyond dispute that, forty years after the publication of The Great Terror, this judgment requires no reassessment."--Michael Weiss, The New Criterion "The volume that tore the mask away from Stalinism before most people had even heard of Solzhenitsyn."--Christopher Hitchens, Wall Street Journal
The Great Terror: A Reassessment: Conquest, Robert ...
The Great Terror: A Reassessment. The definitive work on Stalin's purges, Robert Conquest's The Great Terror was universally acclaimed when it first appeared in 1968. Harrison Salisbury called it "brilliant...not only an odyssey of madness, tragedy, and sadism, but a work of scholarship and literary craftsmanship."
The Great Terror: A Reassessment by Robert Conquest
This item: The Great Terror: A Reassessment by Robert Conquest Hardcover $54.75. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Ships from and sold by GEMCY. The Harvest of Sorrow: Soviet Collectivization and the Terror-Famine by Robert Conquest Hardcover $69.48. Ships from and sold by Mall Books.
The Great Terror: A Reassessment: Conquest, Robert ...
1 Review The definitive work on Stalin's purges, Robert Conquest's The Great Terror was universally acclaimed when it first appeared in 1968. Harrison Salisbury called it "brilliant...not only an...
The Great Terror: A Reassessment - Robert Conquest ...
"Anthony Powell once wrote of Robert Conquest that he had a 'capacity for taking enormous pains in relation to any enterprise in hand.' It is beyond dispute that, forty years after the publication of The Great Terror, this judgment requires no reassessment."—Michael Weiss, The New Criterion
The Great Terror: A Reassessment / Edition 40 by Robert ...
But the author has added enormously to the detail, including hitherto secret information on the three great "Moscow Trials," on the fate of the executed generals, on the methods of obtaining confessions, on the purge of writers and other members of the intelligentsia, on life in the labor camps, and many other key matters.
The great terror : a reassessment : Conquest, Robert ...
Synopsis. Throughout historian Robert Conquest’s book, The Great Terror: A Reassessment, the author provides a detailed and descriptive account of the Great Purges that seeks to trace the rise of Joseph Stalin and his consolidation of power in the 1930s. In this work, Conquest argues that the Purges were implemented by Stalin as a means of strengthening his power and silencing individuals that posed a threat to his rule (including family, friends, and
loyal party members).
Review: "The Great Terror: A Reassessment" | Owlcation
Robert Conquest's The Great Terror, a Reassessment, is they definitive English language work on Stalin's purges. The book has had some criticism from the far left, but Conquest has been largely vindicated by the now open Soviet archives. This book is largely dispassionate. Conquest resists the urge to excessively moralize.
The Great Terror: A Reassessment: Conquest, Robert ...
A revised version of the book, called The Great Terror: A Reassessment, was printed in 1990 after Conquest was able to amend the text, having consulted recently opened Soviet archives.
The Great Terror - Wikipedia
Robert Conquest's The Great Terror, a Reassessment, is they definitive English language work on Stalin's purges. The book has had some criticism from the far left, but Conquest has been largely vindicated by the now open Soviet archives. This book is largely dispassionate.
The Great Terror: A Reassessment: Amazon.co.uk: Conquest ...
The Great Terror: A Reassessment - Robert Conquest - Google Books The definitive work on Stalin's purges, Robert Conquest's The Great Terror was universally acclaimed when it first appeared in...
The Great Terror: A Reassessment - Robert Conquest ...
It is beyond dispute that, forty years after the publication ofThe Great Terror, this judgment requires no reassessment."--Michael Weiss,The New Criterion "The volume that tore the mask away from Stalinism before most people had even heard of Solzhenitsyn."--Christopher Hitchens,Wall Street Journal, "It's hard to overestimate the impact that Robert Conquest's extraordinary study had on the West's perceptions of Soviet history.
The Great Terror : A Reassessment by Robert Conquest (2007 ...
Book Overview. The definitive work on Stalin's purges, Robert Conquest's The Great Terror was universally acclaimed when it first appeared in 1968. Harrison Salisbury called it "brilliant...not only an odyssey of madness, tragedy, and sadism, but a work of scholarship and literary craftsmanship." And in recent years it has received equally high praise in the former Soviet Union, where it is now considered the definitive account of the period.
The Great Terror: Stalin's Purge of the... book by Robert ...
The definitive work on Stalin's purges, Robert Conquest's The Great Terror was universally acclaimed when it first appeared in 1968. Edmund Wilson hailed it as "the only scrupulous, non-partisan, and adequate book on the subject." George F. Kennan, writing in The New York Times Book Review,noted that "one comes away filled with a sense of the relevance and immediacy of old questions."
The Great Terror : A Reassessment by Robert Conquest (1990 ...
Find books like The Great Terror: A Reassessment from the world’s largest community of readers. Goodreads members who liked The Great Terror: A Reassessm...
Books similar to The Great Terror: A Reassessment
''The Great Terror: A Reassessment,'' therefore, adds little to the earlier pioneering achievement. What it does, at a crucial time in Eastern Europe, is to remind us of the arsenal of facts with...
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